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26.01.11 My first column for 2011 - and it's already
the 16th! For someone who really hates the
letter, that's already generated a
performance [ ... more ]
.: CURRENT REVIEWS (5671)
Lo-Pan
Salvador
Stoner Rock
6 of 7 points
"As reliable as a rice cooker"
Bohren & Der Club Of Gore
Condolence
Ambient, Avantgarde, Progressive
6 of 7 points
"Congratulations!"
Incredible Hog
Volume 1 + 4
Blues / Blues Rock, Hard Rock
No votes
"Old Rocksau!"
Haemorrhage
Hospital Carnage
Grindcore
4 of 7 points
"Blunt Scalpel used '

Suicide Kings
Menticide
Hardcore, Punk, Punk Rock
5.3 of 7 points
"Neither suicide nor promote lifeimproving!"
Ken Hensley & Live Fire
Faster
Blues / Blues Rock, Classic Rock
4.5 of 7 points
"More solid than"
Theatre Of Tragedy
Last Curtain Call [Live-2CD]
Avantgarde / Electronica, Dark
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Eyehategod - Live
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Eyehategod

Rating:
Release Date:

5.5 out of 7
22.03.2011

Live

Rough-edged, authentic "
leave while waiting for Sludge-legends EYEHATEGOD after her European tour last year was still
up, it comes a new studio album - the time it would definitely be, after all, is the last studio album
"Confederacy O Ruined Lives" back whopping eleven years - follows For the first time a DVD,
which quite simply "Live" is the title.
Easy does it barely hits the nail on the head but, for while the 2004, "Live in Tokyo 2002" DVD
included far fewer songs, there are "live" for the double pack of concert recordings from Cleveland
[about 45 minutes; June 2010] and Baltimore [about 42 minutes; October 2009]. Also disclose
EYEHATEGOD three songs as a live recording of the last European tour, more specifically from
Vienna [about 14 minutes], and the three video clips "Sister Fucker", "Anxiety Hangover" and "Age
Of Boot Camp" on top. A chic constructed package, then, even if there had been, for example,
impressions of life on tour or even a short interview with the band not a bad idea. But who cares,
because the recordings are not the epitome of a smooth polished live document, but that would be
in a band like Eyehategod, the value on some edges and corners made or wants to have some wild
at concerts rumpöbelt [including in Baltimore] or stoned is quite nice surprise too. Thus, both image
and sound are not always knotless, with Cleveland performs better in terms of image, while the
other hand, singing a few times is overloaded, for Baltimore in terms of image lagging behind
somewhat, while the sound is fine. This is far and large, get over, because either way you get a good
idea of a concert and EYEHATEGOD of the immense pressure that can stir up the guys from New
Orleans. Ultimately, the DVD is of course not an adequate substitute for a personal experience of
the quintet concert, but canned brings "live" with all needs, what the fan. This is mainly due to the
divine song selection, because it was so clever, no duplication in the live pieces have to, so 25
different songs can be offered - okay, the feedback intro and outro, one could subtract confidently
yet. Nevertheless, here follows a pearl to the next, such as "Jackass In The Will Of God", the
obligatory "Sister Fucker", "Children Of God", "Depress" that [still] a great "Blank", "Kill Your Boss
"[with funny message from Mike Williams] or even" $ 30 Bag ". And took care who will find that, of
course, most of the pieces from the classic "Take As Needed For Pain" is, rely extensively on the
EYEHATEGOD still. And that's a good thing, because along with the "hits" to the other three studio
albums, here is a wonderful cross section of the career of inexorably commanded the right
hinwalzenden NOLA-force, leaving little left to be desired and "live" a very entertaining and fun
become thing.
In short: "Live" has become a good DVD, which contains more than about two hours away just
what fans want to hear from EYEHATEGOD and that is really successful and powerful reactions of
the studio material. Of course, now and then one or other wrong note here and also the tone and
sound quality is not always outstanding, but so snotty and it somehow sympathetic acting troupe as
EYEHATEGOD whistles with safety surface, smooth ironed and unloving aufgegleiste and post-
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Avantgarde / Electronica, Dark
Metal, Gothic Metal
No votes
"Worthy farewell"
Weekend Nachos
Worthless
Grindcore, Hardcore, Sludge
4.5 of 7 points
"Predicate valuable?"
Hate Eternal
Phoenix Amongst The Ashes
Brutal Death, Death Metal
6 of 7 points
"King Eric reaches back to the
Brutal Death throne"
The precursors
Scream
Heavy Metal
2.5 of 7 points
"At least the cover is very colorful!"
Pagan's Mind
Heavenly Ecstasy
Melodic Metal, Power Metal, ProgMetal
5 of 7 points
"More than neat!"
Hammerfall

EYEHATEGOD whistles with safety surface, smooth ironed and unloving aufgegleiste and postprocessed bulk DVD product, but is it for authenticity. And so rough and unpolished almost
overwhelming EYEHATEGOD a concert can be, has sometimes also "live", without that this would
really bother. And that is the plus point of the DVD, and fans of the band will strike blindly anyway
- and the quintet should be absolutely pure in July to take the next European tour! And maybe it is
something really soon with a new studio album?

InfectedMetal
Heavy
5 of 7 points

22. Feedback / Outro
23. Shoplift
24. Run It Into The Ground
25. Shinobi
26. Sister Fucker [Video Clip]
27. Anxiety Hangover [Video Clip]
28. The Age Of Boot Camp [Video Clip]
Author: Alexander "soulsatzero" Eitner | 04.26.2011 | 20:06 clock

"Quo vadis, Hammerfall?
Helhorse
For Wolves And Vultures
Grunge, Metalcore, Southern Rock
4.5 of 7 points
"The southern states of Denmark!"
Requiem
Within Darkened Disorder
Death Metal
6 of 7 points
"Swiss watch-death metal"
[ View All CD Reviews ]

01. Intro / Feedback
02. Story Of The Eye
03. Jackass In The Will Of God
04. Take As Needed For Pain
05. Sister Fucker
06. Dixie Whiskey
07. White Nigger
08. Depress
09. Lack Of Almost Everything
10. Masters Of Legalized Confusion
11. Pigs
12. Methamphetamine
13. Blank
14. $ 30 Bag
15. Kill Your Boss
16. Left To Starve
17. Children Of God
18. Blood Money
19. Crimes Against Skin
20. Dog's Holy Life
21. Serving Time In The Middle Of Nowhere

Even a score make / write comment? See below!

More about Eyehategod
Interviews
25.02.10

Interview with Mike IX Williams of Eyehategod
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Eyehategod @ Substage, Karlsruhe
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